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Abstract. Peru, in contrast to neighbouring Bolivia and Ecuador, has neither
an important indigenous party nor a strong indigenous movement. Nevertheless, in
recent years a growing gap has emerged in the voting patterns of indigenous and non-
indigenous areas. This article maintains that this gap has developed because some
Peruvian politicians, including Alberto Fujimori, Alejandro Toledo and Ollanta
Humala, successfully wooed indigenous voters with a combination of ethnic and
populist appeals. Like traditional populist leaders, they denounced the political elites,
focused their campaigns on the poor and presented themselves as the saviours of Peru,
but also forged ties to indigenous leaders, invoked indigenous symbols and embraced
some ethnic demands. Although neither Fujimori, nor Toledo, nor Humala self-
identified as indigenous, they successfully presented themselves as more ethnically
proximate to the indigenous population than their main competitors, who
represented the white Lima elite.
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Ethnic cleavages have become increasingly important in Peruvian electoral
politics. In the last decade, a growing gap has emerged in the voting patterns
of indigenous and non-indigenous areas. This gap, which was first noticeable
during the  run-off election between Alberto Fujimori and Mario Vargas
Llosa, resurfaced in the  and  elections and grew even wider in the
 elections. Whereas indigenous areas voted heavily for Alejandro Toledo
in  and Ollanta Humala in , non-indigenous areas voted
predominantly for Alan Garcia and Lourdes Flores in these years.
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This gap is puzzling considering that Peru, unlike Bolivia and Ecuador, has
no national-level indigenous parties, nor has any major presidential candidate
self-identified as indigenous. What, then, led to the emergence of an ethnic
voting gap? Why did indigenous people vote en masse for certain parties and
candidates that had not even identified as indigenous?
This article maintains that the ethnic voting gap developed because

Peruvian politicians successfully wooed indigenous voters with a combination
of ethnic and populist appeals. Fujimori, Toledo and Humala reached out to
indigenous voters by recruiting indigenous candidates, invoking indigenous
symbols and embracing indigenous demands. Although none of the three self-
identified as indigenous, they presented themselves as more ethnically
proximate to the indigenous population than their main competitors, who
represented the white Lima elite. Thus, ethnic appeals formed an important
part of their efforts to win indigenous support.
Populist appeals were even more fundamental to their efforts to attract

indigenous voters, however. Fujimori, Toledo and Humala denounced the
traditional parties and political elites, focused their campaigns and proposals
on the poor and emphasised their own personal achievements and popular
origins. These appeals resonated especially well with indigenous voters because
they are disproportionately poor and politically disenchanted, and have only
weak attachments to the existing parties.
Ethno-populist appeals have been used quite successfully in election

campaigns in Bolivia and Ecuador as well. The main difference, however, is
that in Peru politicians have relied more on populist appeals and less on ethnic
appeals. Moreover, such appeals have been made not by indigenous leaders
based in powerful indigenous movements, but rather by ethnic and political
outsiders heading personalist movements. As the conclusion discusses, the
more populist approach taken in Peru has led to greater electoral volatility
than in neighbouring countries.
This article unfolds as follows. The first section discusses Peru’s ethnic

makeup and the emergence of an ethnic voting gap there. The second section
examines existing theories of ethnic voting and lays out the main argument. It
contends that Fujimori, Toledo and Humala won the support of indigenous
voters by appealing to them as indigenous people, but also as poor and
politically disenchanted citizens. The next three sections examine in more
detail the various ethnic and populist appeals employed by these three

 Nevertheless, some of the presidential candidates were clearly of indigenous descent,
including not only Alejandro Toledo and Ollanta Humala, but also Máximo San Román
and Ciro Gálvez.

 Raúl L. Madrid, ‘The Rise of Ethnopopulism in Latin America’,World Politics, :  (),
pp. –.
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presidential candidates. It shows how these appeals helped each of them win
the support of indigenous as well as non-indigenous voters. The sixth section
briefly discusses how regional movements have used ethno-populist appeals in
local elections. The conclusion examines the impact of ethno-populist linkages
on electoral stability in Peru.

Ethnicity and the Ethnic Voting Gap in Peru

Peru has a large population of indigenous descent, but most do not self-
identify as ‘Indian’ or ‘indigenous’ because of the social stigma attached to
these terms. Moreover, the state has traditionally discouraged indigenous
people from identifying as such. For example, the administration of Juan
Velasco Alvarado led a campaign to recast highland Indians as peasants in the
official discourse. In spite of these pressures, many indigenous people have
continued to identify with indigenous ethno-linguistic categories, such as
Quechua or Aymara, although they do not refer to themselves as Indians or
indigenous per se. The  census found that . per cent of the
population above  years of age considered themselves of Quechua origin, .
per cent considered themselves Aymara, and . per cent identified with some
Amazonian indigenous group. The majority of Peruvians identify as
mestizo – in the  census, . per cent of the population self-identified
as such – but there is a great deal of variance within this category. Some
mestizos have a mostly European appearance and few, if any, ties to indigenous
culture, but many people who self-identify as mestizo appear indigenous, speak
indigenous languages and/or practice indigenous customs. These people have
been referred to by some academics as indigenous mestizos, but they are often
popularly referred to as cholos.

Mestizaje or racial/ethnic mixing has blurred the boundaries between
groups and created considerable ethnic ambiguity in Peru, but it has not
eliminated ethnic inequalities and discrimination. Indigenous people tend to
be much poorer and less well educated than their white and mestizo
counterparts, and suffer from a great deal of social prejudice. Various surveys
have found that Peruvians who speak indigenous languages are more likely to
report having personally experienced discrimination and to believe that ethnic

 Carolina Trivelli, Los hogares indígenas y la pobreza en el Perú: una mirada a partir de la
información cuantitativa (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, ).

 Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática (INEI), Estado de la población peruana:
indocumentación y grupos étnicos (Lima: INEI, ), p. .  Ibid.

 Marisol de la Cadena, Indigenous Mestizos: The Politics of Race and Culture in Cuzco, Peru,
– (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, ).
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discrimination is widespread. A  survey found that . per cent of
indigenous households fell below the poverty line, as opposed to  per cent of
non-indigenous households. Indigenous people have also traditionally been
politically marginalised. Most of the indigenous population lives in the
highlands, far from the political and economic centre of the country, and
indigenous people have occupied relatively few positions of power. The
economic, political and social exclusion of the indigenous population has
created some ethnic resentment toward the dominant white and mestizo
elites, which has been compounded by regional tensions.
Although the indigenous population has long suffered from economic,

social and political exclusion, ethnic voting in Peru is a relatively recent
phenomenon. Until the s, most of the indigenous population could not
vote because of the literacy requirements that had been imposed in  after
the War of the Pacific. It was only after the  Constitution granted
suffrage to illiterates that the indigenous population became an important part
of the electorate. In the wake of this reform, which also lowered the voting age
from  to , voter turnout in indigenous areas soared. The number of votes
cast in majority indigenous provinces rose by an average of  per cent
between the  constituent assembly elections, which were the last elections
to have literacy restrictions, and the  presidential elections.
As the number of indigenous voters increased, the main parties, such as the

Partido Aprista Peruano (Peruvian Aprista Party, commonly known as
APRA), Acción Popular (Popular Action, AP) and the Partido Popular
Cristiano (Christian People’s Party, PPC), began to woo them more
aggressively, but did so largely through class-based, clientelist or personalist
appeals. Ethnic issues such as indigenous land and water rights, affirmative
action programmes and bilingual education were largely absent from the
programmes and agendas of the main parties. Indeed, in line with the
predominant political discourse of the time, these parties generally avoided
the use of the terms ‘Indian’ and ‘indigenous’ altogether; they referred to the
indigenous population exclusively as ‘peasants’ and sought to appeal to them as
such. Furthermore, the national parties, which were typically based in Lima,
recruited few people with indigenous backgrounds as candidates or for internal
leadership positions. Less than  per cent of congressional representatives and

 Maritza Paredes, ‘Fluid Identities: Exploring Ethnicity in Peru’, CRISE Working Paper no.
 (); David Sulmont Haak, Encuesta nacional sobre exclusión y discriminación
social: informe final de análisis de resultados (Lima: Estudio para la Defensa y los Derechos de
la Mujer, ), p. .  Trivelli, Los hogares indígenas, p. .

 Maritza Paredes, ‘Weak Indigenous Politics in Peru’, CRISE Working Paper no.  (),
p. .

 See Centro de Investigación de la Universidad del Pacífico, Peru : elecciones y planes de
gobierno (Lima: Centro de Investigación de la Universidad del Pacífico, ).
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less than  per cent of provincial mayors had indigenous last names during
the s.

Leftist parties, which had a long tradition of organising in the highlands, did
make some ethnic appeals during this period. They recruited some people of
indigenous extraction as candidates and maintained close ties to some indigen-
ous and peasant organisations. Nevertheless, the vast majority of the party
leaders were white or mestizo, and the parties focused principally on class-based
rather than ethnic appeals. Moreover, the Peruvian Left began to disintegrate in
the late s, leaving its many indigenous supporters up for grabs.

During the s, voting patterns in indigenous areas resembled those of
non-indigenous areas, with some modest differences. Leftist parties performed
somewhat better in indigenous areas during the s, but their support in
majority indigenous provinces exceeded their support in minority indigenous
provinces by less than  percentage points. The winner of the  elections,
Acción Popular, fared some  percentage points better in majority indigenous
provinces, and the winner of the  elections, APRA, won  percentage
points fewer votes in majority indigenous provinces than in minority indigen-
ous provinces. Nevertheless, in both  and , the party that won the
most votes in indigenous areas also won the most votes in non-indigenous
areas.
The ethnic voting gap widened somewhat in the  run-off elections,

when Alberto Fujimori won on average  percentage points more votes in
majority indigenous provinces. As Figures  and  indicate, the ethnic voting
gap closed subsequently, but it emerged with even more force in the 
elections. In these elections, Alejandro Toledo fared better in indigenous
provinces by  percentage points in the first round and  percentage points
in the second round. Similarly, in the  elections, Ollanta Humala earned
 percentage points more votes in majority indigenous provinces than in
minority indigenous provinces during both the first and second rounds.
The existence of a large voting gap between indigenous and non-indigenous

areas in recent elections is surprising considering that Peru, in marked contrast
to Bolivia and Ecuador, has neither a powerful indigenous movement nor
an important indigenous party. The Peruvian indigenous movement is

 Paredes, ‘Weak Indigenous Politics’, p. .
 On the disintegration of the Left, see Kenneth M. Roberts, Deepening Democracy? The

Modern Left and Social Movements in Chile and Peru (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, ); Maxwell A. Cameron, Democracy and Authoritarianism in Peru: Political
Coalitions and Social Change (New York: St. Martin’s Press, ); John Crabtree,
‘Democracy without Parties? Some Lessons from Peru’, Journal of Latin American Studies,
:  (), pp. –.

 Donna Lee Van Cott, From Movements to Parties in Latin America: The Evolution of Ethnic
Politics (New York: Cambridge University Press, ); Carlos Iván Degregori,
‘Movimientos étnicos, democracía y nación en Perú y Bolivia’, in Claudia Dary (ed.), La
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fragmented into numerous organisations, none of which has a strong presence
throughout the country. It is particularly weak in the highlands, where the vast
majority of the indigenous population live. The oldest and largest peasant

Figure . Mean Provincial Vote in First Round of Peruvian Presidential
Elections, –

Source: Oficina Vacional de Procesos Electorales.

Figure . Mean Provincial Vote in Second Round of Peruvian Presidential
Elections, –

Source: Oficina Vacional de Procesos Electorales.

construcción de la nación y la representación ciudadana en México, Guatemala, Perú, Ecuador y
Bolivia (Guatemala City: FLACSO, ), pp. –; Martín Tanaka, La situación de la
democracia en Bolivia, Chile y Ecuador a inicios de siglo (Lima: Comisión Andina de Juristas,
); Deborah J. Yashar, Contesting Citizenship in Latin America: The Rise of Indigenous
Movements and the Postliberal Challenge (New York: Cambridge University Press, ).

 A strong and relatively representative indigenous movement has emerged in the Amazon,
however. See María Elena García and José Antonio Lucero, ‘“Un país sin indígenas?”
Rethinking Indigenous Politics in Peru’, in Nancy Postero and León Zamosc (eds.), The
Struggle for Indigenous Rights in Latin America (Portland, OR: Sussex Academic Press, ),
pp. –; Shane Greene, ‘Getting over the Andes: The Geo-Eco-Politics of Indigenous
Movements in Peru’s Twenty-First Century Inca Empire’, Journal of Latin American Studies,
:  (), pp. –; Yashar, Contesting Citizenship.
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grouping operating in the highlands is the Confederación Campesina del Perú
(Peasant Confederation of Peru, CCP), founded in . This group
has styled itself as a peasant, rather than an indigenous, organisation; it has
traditionally refrained from advocating ethnic demands, though it has
embraced some of them in recent years. The CCP, which had close ties to a
variety of leftist parties, participated actively in the numerous peasant
mobilisations that occurred in the s, s and s, but it lost impetus
from the s onwards, in part because its leaders were targeted both by
Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path, SL) and by the military. The CCP
currently claims to have  departmental federations along with a number of
sectoral federations, but it has an important presence only in the southern
highlands and its membership base is quite limited. According to the Instituto
Nacional de Estadística e Informática (National Institute of Statistics and
Informatics, INEI), only , people claimed to be affiliated with the CCP
in the  agricultural census, out of the more than . million agricultural
producers surveyed.

Scholars have attributed the weakness of the Peruvian indigenous move-
ment to a wide variety of factors. These include the devastating guerrilla war
waged in the highlands by SL in the s and early s; the Peruvian Left’s
hesitance to embrace ethnic issues; the dearth of prominent indigenous intel-
lectuals; the reluctance of Peruvians of indigenous descent to self-identify as
indigenous; and the fact that the economic and political centre of the country
is located far away from where most of the indigenous population live.

 Another indigenous-based organisation, the Confederación Nacional de Comunidades del
Perú Afectadas por la Minería (National Confederation of Communities in Peru Affected by
the Mining Industry, CONACAMI), arose in the highlands in the late s and has been
more influential than the CCP in recent years. CONACAMI was formed to bring together
under a single umbrella organisation the different community organisations protesting
against environmental and health problems caused by mining activities, which had expanded
under Fujimori. It did not initially present itself as an indigenous organisation, but it has
done so increasingly over time, in part because most of the communities affected by the
mining operations are Quechua-speaking. CONACAMI has grown steadily since its
creation, and by  it was active in  regions and incorporated more than , base
organisations. Nevertheless, it has yet to demonstrate that it commands the allegiance of large
numbers of people or that it has influence outside of the area of mining policy. See García
and Lucero, ‘“Un país sin indígenas?”’, pp. –; and Miguel Palacín Quispe, Respuesta
comunitaria a la invasión minera y la crisis política: CONACAMI para el mundo (Lima:
CONACAMI, ), p. ; Maritza Paredes, ‘Discurso indígena y conflicto minero en el
Perú’, in Javier Iguiñiz, Javier Escobal and Carlos Iván Degregori (eds.), Perú: el problema
agrario en debate – SEPIA XI (Lima: SEPIA, ), pp. –.

 Carlos Fernández Fontenoy, ‘Sistema político, indigenismo y movimiento campesino en el
Perú’, in Julie Massal and Marcelo Bonilla (eds.), Los movimientos sociales en las democracias
andinas (Quito: FLACSO, ), pp. –.

 INEI, Censo nacional agropecuario (Lima: INEI, ).
 Gisela Cánepa, ‘The Fluidity of Ethnic Identities in Peru’, CRISE Working Paper no. 

(); Rodrigo Montoya (ed.), Voces de la tierra: reflexiones sobre los movimientos indígenas
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Whatever the causes, the weakness and fragmentation of the Peruvian
indigenous movement have impeded it from founding a national indigenous
party. It has limited access to the national media, only minimal material
resources and no national network of activists, nor does it have much
organisational legitimacy or even name recognition to lend to a party. Thus,
although the Peruvian indigenous movement has grown in recent years, it still
lacks the organisational resources that enabled its counterparts in Bolivia and
Ecuador to create parties that could compete on the national level. As we
shall see, however, indigenous voters have engaged in ethnic voting even in the
absence of an indigenous party.

Explaining Ethnic Voting in Peru

Studies of ethnic voting tend to define it as the propensity of people from a
particular ethnic group to vote en masse for candidates or parties identified
with their group. According to Horowitz, ethnic voting means ‘simply voting
for the party identified with the voter’s own ethnic group, no matter who the
individual candidates happen to be’. Wolfinger provides a somewhat broader
definition, writing that ethnic voting is ‘manifested in the tendency for
members of a particular ethnic group to support one party or the other, and in
the tendency for some members of an ethnic group to cross party lines to vote
for a fellow ethnic’.

Why do people engage in ethnic voting? The literature on this topic
presents two main explanations. The first approach suggests that people vote
for parties or members of their own ethnic group as an expression of ethnic
solidarity. Horowitz, for example, grounds his explanation for ethnic politics
in social identity theory, which argues that people tend to form in-groups
often on the basis of trivial differences. As various experiments have shown,
individuals will demonstrate favouritism toward the members that they
identify as being part of the in-group. From this perspective, ethnic voting is

políticos de Bolivia, Ecuador, México y Perú (Lima: Fondo Editorial de la Universidad Nueva
Mayor de San Marcos, ); Degregori, ‘Movimientos étnicos’; Yashar, Contesting
Citizenship.  Van Cott, From Movements to Parties.

 Donald L. Horowitz, Ethnic Groups in Conflict (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
), p. .

 Raymond Wolfinger, ‘Some Consequences of Ethnic Politics’, in Harmon Zeigler and Kent
Jennings (eds.), The Electoral Process (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, ), p. .

 Karen E. Ferree, ‘Explaining South Africa’s Racial Census’, Journal of Politics, :  (),
pp. –; Horowitz, Ethnic Groups in Conflict.

 Horowitz, Ethnic Groups in Conflict, pp. –.
 Michael Billig, Social Psychology and Intergroup Relations (London: Academic Press, );

Henri Tajfel, ‘Experiments in Intergroup Discrimination’, Scientific American,  (),
pp. –.
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not a rational weighing of alternatives, but rather a statement of allegiance
toward group members.
The second explanation for ethnic voting focuses on similarities in policy

preferences among members of the same ethnic group. This approach
maintains that members of the same ethnic group prefer the same parties and
candidates not out of ethnic solidarity, but rather because they have similar
ideological preferences. Indeed, some studies have found that racially polarised
voting behaviour in the United States is principally a result of variance in
policy preferences across racial groups. A variant of this approach suggests
that race or ethnicity provides an informational shortcut. People who lack
information about the policies of parties or candidates will vote for the
candidates or the parties that identify with their group because they assume
that such candidates and parties will have policy preferences similar to
their own.
These definitions overlook two other types of ethnic voting that have

particular relevance for the Peruvian case, however. These are particularly
likely to occur where people do not have the option of voting for a party or
candidate identified with their own ethnic group or where they believe that
the party or candidate belonging to their ethnic group has little chance of
winning or gaining representation. Firstly, ethnic voting may consist not only
of voting for a candidate or party of one’s own ethnic group, but also of voting
against a candidate or party that is identified with a resented ethic group. Some
people’s voting choices are motivated more by prejudice against, or hostility
toward, other ethnic groups than by pride in their own group. Various studies
in the United States have found that racial prejudice has motivated the
candidate evaluations and voting decisions of white voters. Even policy-
motivated voters may vote against candidates or parties of resented ethnic
groups since these candidates or parties may have, or be assumed to have,
different policy preferences.
Secondly, ethnic voting may consist of citizens voting in large numbers for a

candidate or party identified with a group that is ethnically proximate to their

 Carol K. Sigelman, Lee Sigelman, Barbara J. Walkosz and Michael Nitz, ‘Black Candidates,
White Voters: Understanding Racial Bias in Political Perceptions’, American Journal of
Political Science, :  (), pp. –; Paul M. Sniderman and Edward G. Carmines,
Reaching Beyond Race (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, ).

 Jóhanna Kristín Birnir, Ethnicity and Electoral Politics (New York: Cambridge University
Press, ); Ferree, ‘Explaining South Africa’s Racial Census’.

 Keith Reeves, Voting Hopes or Fears? White Voters, Black Candidates and Racial Politics in
America (New York: Oxford University Press, ); Nayda Terkildsen, ‘When White
Voters Evaluate Black Candidates: The Processing Implications of Candidate Skin Color
Prejudice and Self-Monitoring’, American Journal of Political Science, :  (),
pp. –.
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own group. Ethnically proximate groups share certain phenotypes or have a
similar language, religion or culture. These cultural and phenotypical
similarities may lead voters to identify with, and feel a sense of ethnic
solidarity with, candidates or parties from ethnically proximate groups. Of
course, ethnic proximity does not always lead to ethnic or political solidarity.
In some cases, high levels of antagonism exist between ethnically proximate
groups, such as was experienced by Serbs and Croats in the wake of the
dissolution of the former Yugoslavia. The argument here is only that voters
are more likely to feel ethnic solidarity towards ethnically proximate groups,
not that they will always do so. Although one would expect voters to have
lower levels of ethnic attachment to candidates and parties of proximate ethnic
groups than to their own ethnic group, we would still expect them to feel
a greater sense of ethnic solidarity with proximate ethnic groups than with
distant ones. In addition, people might also be more likely to vote for parties
or candidates of ethnically proximate groups because they know or assume that
these parties or candidates have policy positions closer to their own preferences
than do the parties or candidates identified with ethnically distant groups.

Ethnic voting in Peru has taken both of these forms. Indigenous voters have
voted against candidates and parties of the white/mestizo coastal elite, towards
whom they have felt a certain degree of ethnic resentment or hostility. They
also have voted for the candidates of ethnically proximate groups, especially
dark-skinned cholo or mestizo candidates of indigenous descent. Such ethnic
voting should not be equated simply with a preference for outsider candidates.
Although the main beneficiaries in recent years have been political outsiders,
they have not been the only ones to compete in these elections. Toledo and
Humala emerged from the long list of outsider candidates and fared well in
indigenous areas in part because of their ethnic proximity to the indigenous
population. Indeed, as the analysis of the vote for Humala in  indicates,
indigenous people were more likely to vote for Humala even controlling for
disenchantment with the existing parties and other characteristics associated
with support for outsider candidates.
Why have indigenous voters in Peru engaged in these types of ethnic

voting? To begin with, indigenous voters have identified more with dark-
skinned cholo or mestizo candidates than with their principal opponents
who hailed from the light-skinned Lima elite. Indigenous voters have not had
the opportunity to vote for indigenous candidates or parties in presidential
elections, but they have been able to vote for candidates from ethnically
proximate groups. Moreover, these candidates have sought to enhance their

 Even when voters take into account ethnic proximity, it will typically be only one of various
criteria that they use in deciding how to vote.
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attractiveness to indigenous voters by making direct ethnic appeals. They
have recruited numerous indigenous candidates, formed alliances with
indigenous and peasant groups, incorporated indigenous symbols into their
campaigns and embraced numerous indigenous demands. These ethnic
appeals have resonated with many indigenous voters and helped contribute
to the strong performance of these candidates in indigenous areas.
In the  and especially the  presidential elections, the indigenous

population voted predominantly for Alejandro Toledo, a Peruvian economist
with strongly indigenous features. Toledo presented himself as a cholo and
campaigned extensively in indigenous and cholo areas. According to Eliane
Karp, Toledo’s wife, the relationship between Toledo and the electorate was
‘love at first sight. I can’t deny that there is an ethnic factor, a powerful
identification [with him]’. Similarly, in the  elections, the indigenous
population voted overwhelmingly for Ollanta Humala, a candidate with a
Quechua name and background. Humala did not self-identify as indigenous or
cholo, but his name, appearance and family background conveyed his Andean
origins. Both Toledo and Humala were clearly ethnically more proximate to
the indigenous population than either Alan García or Lourdes Flores, their
main competitors in the  and  elections. García and Flores are both
light-skinned and hail from the coast, and, partly as a result, they found only
limited support in indigenous areas.
The case of Alberto Fujimori is somewhat more complicated. Fujimori is of

Japanese origin and is therefore not in an ethnic group that one would
normally think of as ethnically proximate to the indigenous population.
Nevertheless, in the  presidential run-off elections he was able to win a
disproportionate percentage of the indigenous vote. This outcome can be
understood in part by reference to his opponent in the  run-off, Mario
Vargas Llosa, who symbolised the white Lima upper crust. In the 
campaign, Vargas Llosa’s supporters, including his spokesperson, questioned
how someone of Japanese descent whose parents were not born in Peru could
become president. As an immigrant, an ethnic minority and an outsider,
however, Fujimori had more in common than did Vargas Llosa with the
indigenous people in the highlands and the cholo migrants who populated the

 Candidates have made more ethnic appeals in part because they have recognised the growing
salience of ethnicity in Latin America. Moreover, the success of ethno-populist parties in
Bolivia and Ecuador has led Peruvian politicians to believe that such appeals might be viable
in Peru as well.

 Francesca Relea, ‘El “Fenomeno Toledo”’, El País,  April , p. .
 Vargas Llosa was born to a middle-class family in Arequipa, but by  he was clearly

associated with the Lima elite.
 Vargas Llosa denounced the racist statements and actions of some of his supporters. See

Mario Vargas Llosa, A Fish in the Water: A Memoir (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
).
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poor neighbourhoods in the cities. Fujimori’s campaign slogan, ‘A president
like you’, took advantage of this, effectively contrasting him with the wealthy,
fair-skinned and aristocratic Vargas Llosa.

Indigenous voters opted for Humala, Toledo and Fujimori not just because
they identified with them and their ethnic appeals, but, even more
importantly, because they sympathised with their populist rhetoric and policy
proposals. Indeed, populist appeals were a much more central part of these
candidates’ campaigns than were ethnic appeals. The exact nature of these
appeals varied considerably, with Fujimori and Toledo opting for a kind of
neoliberal populism and Humala for a more traditional nationalist and state
interventionist brand of populism. Nevertheless, all of their campaigns
contained three core elements of populism: () personalistic leadership; () a
focus on the lower classes; and () extensive anti-establishment rhetoric. All
developed their own electoral vehicles and centred the campaigns on their own
biographies. They each emphasised their popular origins and directed many of
their appeals at the lower classes, and they all virulently denounced the
traditional parties and elites.
These populist appeals resonated with many Peruvian voters because of

their continued poverty and growing disenchantment with the traditional
parties and political elites. Indigenous people in particular were receptive to
these appeals because they tend to be much poorer than non-indigenous
people. Indigenous people also have become particularly disenchanted with
the traditional parties and the political system more generally. In a  survey
by the Latin American Public Opinion Project, . per cent of indigenous
language speakers reported that they had little or no trust in political parties, as
opposed to . per cent of people who did not speak an indigenous
language. Similarly, . per cent of indigenous language speakers reported
that they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the way democracy
functions in Peru, as opposed to . per cent of non-indigenous language
speakers.

 Kenneth M. Roberts, ‘Neoliberalism and the Transformation of Populism in Latin America:
The Peruvian Case’, World Politics, :  (), p. .

 Julio Carrión, ‘La opinión pública bajo el primer gobierno de Fujimori: ¿de identidades a
intereses?’, in Fernando Tuesta Soldevilla (ed.), Los enigmas del poder: Fujimori –
(Lima: Fundación Friedrich Ebert, ), pp. –; Carlos Iván Degregori, ‘El aprendiz de
brujo y el curandero chino: etnicidad, modernidad y ciudadanía’, in Carlos Iván Degregori
and Romeo Grompone (eds.), Demonios y redentores en el nuevo Perú: una tragedia en dos
vueltas (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, ), pp. –.

 Author’s calculations based on analysis of data from  Latin American Public Opinion
Project (LAPOP) survey. For more information on this survey, see Julio Carrión, Patricia
Zárate and Mitchell A. Seligson, The Political Culture of Democracy in Peru:  (Nashville,
TN: LAPOP, ).
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Thus, the recent ethnic voting gap in Peru can be explained in large part by
the ethnic identities of recent presidential candidates and the ethno-populist
appeals that they employed in their campaigns. Humala, Toledo and Fujimori
attracted indigenous voters not only because they were more ethnically
proximate to those voters than were their main competitors, but also because
their ethno-populist rhetoric and proposals resonated with many indigenous
people. In the following pages, I explore these arguments in more detail.
I focus to a certain degree on the second round of the elections because ethnic
appeals were used more widely and the ethnic contrasts between the
candidates were more apparent in the second round. That said, Humala and
Toledo also made ethnic appeals during the first rounds of the  and 
elections, and ethnic proximity helps explain the large voting gap that occurred
in both the first and second rounds of these elections.

Fujimori and the Indigenous Vote

It was not until the  campaign of Alberto Fujimori that ethnicity became
a major issue in a presidential election. Although Fujimori largely eschewed
explicit ethnic appeals, he benefited from and exploited Peru’s ethnic divides.

Not only did Fujimori contrast his own ethnic origins to those of Vargas
Llosa, but he also recruited many more indigenous and cholo candidates than
the traditional parties had typically included. Indeed, Fujimori described the
 campaign as a contest between ‘blanquitos’ and ‘un chinito y cuatro
cholitos’. Moreover, some of these indigenous people and cholos occupied
important places on the ballot. For example, Fujimori’s first vice-president,
Máximo San Román, was a successful, dark-skinned, Quechua-speaking
entrepreneur from Cusco, and Fujimori used him extensively in his campaign.
Fujimori used populist appeals even more extensively than ethnic appeals,

however. His campaigns focused mostly on him rather than on his party or
platform. Indeed, in , he barely cobbled together a party in time to
compete in the elections, and even then he did not put together a detailed
governing plan or a complete slate of candidates. He railed against the
traditional parties and elites, using his dearth of ties to the traditional parties
and his lack of political experience to position himself as a political outsider.
He sought to portray himself as a man of the people, and surrounded himself
with individuals who represented the lower classes and politically and

 María Rosa Boggio, Fernando Romero and Juan Ansión, El pueblo es así y también asá:
lógicas culturales en el voto popular (Lima: Instituto Democracia y Socialismo, ),
pp. –; Carrión, ‘La opinión pública’, pp. –; Degregori, ‘El aprendiz’.

 Even though Fujimori is of Japanese descent, he was popularly referred to as ‘el chino’ or ‘el
chinito’. Carrión, ‘La opinión pública’, p. ; Steven Levitsky, ‘Fujimori and Post-Party
Politics in Peru’, Journal of Democracy, :  (), p. .
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economically marginalised regions. He campaigned extensively in poorer areas
and put forward policies specifically designed to benefit poorer Peruvians, such
as proposals to legalise street vendors and to create a bank to lend to businesses
in the informal sector. That said, Fujimori generally avoided classical
economic populist appeals. During the  campaign he criticised Vargas
Llosa’s plans to carry out radical economic shock therapy and he proposed
some spending programmes, but he was vague about what his own economic
policies would be. Moreover, once in office Fujimori adopted a sweeping
market-oriented reform agenda that went well beyond what Vargas Llosa had
proposed to do.
Ultimately, Fujimori’s ethno-populist appeals paid off. The  election

was largely a clash over personalities, and in one survey that year almost
two-thirds of voters mentioned candidate characteristics as the key factor
determining their vote, as opposed to only  per cent who mentioned
programmes or ideology. Fujimori’s decision to focus his campaign on his
personal characteristics was thus politically fruitful. Indeed, the specific
qualities that Fujimori emphasised – honesty, education, and identification
with the people – were among those that Peruvians had cited in surveys as
being the most important for a politician. In particular, many Peruvians
supported Fujimori because they saw him as ‘closer to the popular classes’, in
the words of one worker. Fujimori also benefited from his lack of ties to the
traditional parties. By  public opinion had turned heavily against the
political establishment after the disastrous administrations of Alan García and
Fernando Belaúnde, which had left the economy in ruins and the country in
the midst of a violent guerrilla war. According to one survey, more than  per
cent of those people who reported voting for Fujimori in the  elections
stated that they chose him because of his political independence.

Fujimori’s ethno-populist appeals resonated particularly well in indigenous
areas, as Figures  and  show. Indeed, during the second round of the 
elections he won an astonishing . per cent of the vote in provinces where
the majority of the population grew up speaking an indigenous language.

Moreover, as Table  indicates, the proportion of the population that grew up
speaking an indigenous language had a statistically significant positive impact

 Roberts, ‘Neoliberalism and the Transformation of Populism’, p. .
 Carrión, ‘La opinión pública’, p. .
 Alfredo Torres Guzmán, Perfil del elector (Lima: Editorial Apoyo, ), pp. –.
 Boggio, Romero and Ansión, El pueblo, pp. –.
 Carrión, ‘La opinión pública’, pp. –.
 Fujimori’s ethnic appeals in this election were helped by the fact that Vargas Llosa

represented an easy target for ethnic as well as class resentment. As one Peruvian woman said:
‘There is so much racial and social class discrimination that people don’t want a cake-eater
[ pituco] to govern them’. Boggio, Romero and Ansión, El pueblo, p. .
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on Fujimori’s share of the provincial vote in the  elections, even
controlling for the size of the poor population in each province.

Fujimori continued to make ethno-populist appeals in his subsequent
campaigns. As president, he often donned a poncho and visited rural highland
communities to inaugurate public works. He railed against the political
establishment even after becoming president, and in  he went so far as to
carry out an autogolpe, closing congress and suspending the constitution. After
, however, Fujimori’s electoral success was based in large part on

Table . Correlates of Provincial Vote Share for Selected Peruvian Presidential
Candidates, – (OLS Regression Models)

Constant
Indigenous/total

population
Poor/total
households

Summary
statistics

Vote for Fujimori in
, first round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

− .***
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Fujimori in
, second round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

.
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Fujimori in
, first round

.***
(.)

.
(.)

.*
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Fujimori in
, first round

.***
(.)

− .***
(.)

.*
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Toledo in
, first round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

− .***
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Toledo in
, first round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

.
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Toledo in
, second round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

.**
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Humala in
, first round

.**
(.)

.***
(.)

.**
(.)

R= .
N=

Vote for Humala in
, second round

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

.***
(.)

R= .
N=

Note: standard errors in parentheses.
* p < .
** p< .
*** p< .

 For the analyses of the  and  elections, I use data from the  census on the
proportion of the population that grew up speaking an indigenous language. I measure the
size of the poor population in each province as the proportion of households in the lowest
socio-economic group according to this same census. For the ,  and  elections,
I use data from the  census on the proportion of the population that grew up speaking
an indigenous language and the proportion of households in each province that lack a
refrigerator. The indigenous proportion variables from the two censuses are highly correlated
(Pearson = .), as are the poor household variables (Pearson = .). The indigenous
proportion and poor household variables are somewhat correlated with each other in 
(Pearson = .) and  (Pearson = .).

 María Elena García, Making Indigenous Citizens: Identities, Education, and Multicultural
Development in Peru (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, ), pp. –.
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evaluations of his performance in office rather than his ethnic or populist
appeals. Fujimori triumphed in , for example, largely because of his
success in overcoming the economic crisis and defeating SL. By 
inflation had declined to . per cent, down from , per cent in , and
the economy had begun to grow at a rapid pace, which it would maintain
throughout the mid-s. Meanwhile, the capture in  of the leader of
SL, Abimael Guzmán, led to the gradual disintegration of that guerrilla
movement. The number of deaths caused by political violence declined from
, in  to  in .

Fujimori’s electoral base, which was already fairly heterogeneous in ,
became even more so in subsequent years, as he won broad support among the
wealthier and whiter sectors of the population that had supported Vargas
Llosa in . Fujimori remained quite popular in indigenous and poor
areas, but he did not fare appreciably better in these areas than in others, as
Figures  and  illustrate. In fact, Fujimori actually fared worse in majority
indigenous provinces than in minority indigenous provinces in the 
elections, when he faced stiff competition for the indigenous vote from
Alejandro Toledo. Moreover, as Table  shows, once we control for the size of
the poor population in each province, the proportion of the provincial
population that grew up speaking an indigenous language had no significant
impact on Fujimori’s share of the vote in the  and  elections.

Toledo’s Cholo Power

In the  elections, it was Alejandro Toledo rather than Fujimori who made
his own ethnicity central to his campaigns. Toledo had first used ethnic
rhetoric during his unsuccessful – campaign for president, pronouncing
at one point that ‘I am a symbol of every one of you… we are not going to lose
this opportunity for the cholos. Our turn has arrived, that is not anti-anybody,
but rather pro-us’. He continued to present himself as a cholo during his
 and  presidential campaigns, and crowds at his  rallies would

 Moisés Arce, ‘Political Violence and Presidential Approval in Peru’, Journal of Politics, : 
(), pp. –; Jana Morgan Kelly, ‘Counting on the Past or Investing in the Future?
Economic and Political Accountability in Fujimori’s Peru’, Journal of Politics, :  (),
pp. –; Roberts and Arce, ‘Neoliberalism and Lower-class Voting Behavior’; Kurt
Weyland, ‘A Paradox of Success? Determinants of Political Support for President Fujimori’,
International Studies Quarterly,  (), pp. –.

 Martín Tanaka, Los espejismos de la democracia: el colapso del sistema de partidos en el Perú
(Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, ), pp. –.

 Arce, ‘Political Violence’, p. .
 David Sulmont Haak, Líneas de frontera y comportamiento electoral en el Perú (Lima:

Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, ).
 Alejandro Toledo, Caretas ( November ), p. .
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often chant ‘¡Cholo sí, Chino no!’. Toledo also invoked numerous indigenous
symbols, wearing indigenous clothing, using the chakana, an Incan cross, as the
party’s logo, and referring to himself as Pachacútec. After the  election,
he even held an inauguration ceremony at Machu Picchu, which included
some traditional indigenous ceremonies and symbols. Throughout the
campaigns Toledo’s Belgian wife, Eliane Karp, also made ethnic appeals, at
times in Quechua, on Toledo’s behalf.
Toledo also reached out to indigenous and peasant leaders. He formed

alliances with a number of peasant and indigenous organisations, including the
Confederación Campesina del Perú (Peasants Confederation of Peru, CCP).
The CCP participated to such an extent in Toledo’s electoral campaign that
one of its leaders referred to it as Toledo’s ‘fundamental base’. In addition,
Toledo recruited numerous indigenous and cholo candidates – according to
Paredes,  per cent of the candidates and  per cent of those people who
were elected to congress from Toledo’s party, Perú Posible, had indigenous
surnames. This represented an impressive  per cent of the total number of
members of congress with indigenous names during the – legislative
session. Perhaps the most prominent indigenous leader affiliated with Toledo’s
campaign was Paulina Arpasi, the Aymara-speaking secretary-general of the
CCP from the department of Puno. After she was elected to congress, Arpasi,
presented herself as the legislature’s representative of indigenous people,
stating: ‘I think it is not only necessary that indígenas know that they have
a representative in the National Congress, it is also very important that
the National Congress knows that it has within it a representative of the
indígenas. I will change neither my indigenous dress, nor my constant defence
of the rights of the indigenous peoples of Peru’.

Like Fujimori, however, Toledo depended more on populist than ethnic
appeals. He came from a poor highland family and had worked as a shepherd
and a shoeshine boy before winning a scholarship to attend college in the
United States and eventually earning a doctorate in educational economics
from Stanford University. His campaigns focused mostly on his accomplish-
ments and emphasised his humble origins and his compelling rags-to-riches

 García and Lucero, ‘“Un país sin indígenas?”’, p. .
 Robert R. Barr, ‘The Persistence of Neopopulism in Peru? From Fujimori to Toledo’, Third

World Quarterly, :  (), p. ; María Elena García and José Antonio Lucero,
‘Exceptional Others: Politicians, Rottweilers, and Alterity in the  Peruvian Elections’,
Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies, :  (), pp. –; Mercedes García
Montero, ‘La década de Fujimori: ascenso, mantenimiento y caída de un líder antipolítico’,
América Latina Hoy,  (), p. .

 Interview with Renán Gallo Carhuachinchay, member of the National Council of the
Confederación Campesina del Peru,  June .

 Paredes, ‘Weak Indigenous Politics’, p. .
 Quoted in García and Lucero, ‘“Un país sin indígenas?”’, p. .
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story. He presented himself as a political outsider and denounced the political
establishment in scathing terms. In Toledo’s case, however, the corrupt
establishment that he railed against was not the traditional parties but
Fujimori’s government.

Most of Toledo’s energy was focused on winning the support of the poor.
He campaigned extensively in the poorer neighbourhoods of Lima and he
used his relaxed, down-to-earth style to establish a rapport with poorer
Peruvians. Toledo declared that he would be the president of the poor and
unveiled numerous social programmes designed to help them. For example,
he promised to supply health insurance to poor women and children, to create
an agricultural bank to provide loans to small farmers, and to improve the
sanitation of shanty towns in Lima. Nevertheless, Toledo was more of a
neoliberal populist than a classical populist. At times he did engage in
economic populism on the campaign trail, promising to create a million jobs
and to boost the salaries of teachers, health workers, police officers and other
government employees, but for the most part he supported the broad
outlines of Fujimori’s economic model, even as he promised to put a human
face on market policies.
Toledo first ran for president in , but Fujimori was enormously

popular at the time. As a result, the former’s candidacy gained little traction,
and he finished with only . per cent of the national vote. In the late s,
however, Fujimori’s popularity ebbed somewhat because of growing economic
problems and the government’s involvement in various political scandals.

Nevertheless, he remained popular among some sectors of the electorate,
particularly the poor, in large part because of his earlier political and economic
achievements and his considerable spending programmes. This reservoir of
support, along with his control of the state, helped him prevail in a closely
contested battle. According to the official returns, he captured . per cent of
the valid vote in the first round of the presidential elections, while Toledo won
. percent, although Toledo and many independent observers argued that
the Fujimori administration had committed fraud. The electoral authorities
nevertheless certified the results, forcing a run-off election since neither
candidate had won  per cent of the vote. Ten days before the run-off
election, however, Toledo withdrew on the grounds that the Fujimori

 Barr, ‘The Persistence of Neopopulism’, p. .  Ibid.
 Ibid., pp. –.
 Support for Fujimori’s economic policies declined from  per cent in April  to  per

cent in April . Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Informe especial del SAE: encuesta nacional
extraordinaria ( April ), p. .

 Marcia Bernbaum, Rafael López Pintor and Cynthia Sanborn, Transparencia: Civil Society
Observes Peru’s Controversial  Elections (Lima: Asociación Civil Transparencia, );
Gregory D. Schmidt, ‘The Presidential Election in Peru, April ’, Electoral Studies, 
(), pp. –.
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administration had refused to put into place the necessary mechanisms to
prevent a repeat of the voter fraud.
Toledo ran again for president in  after Fujimori’s resignation in the

wake of various corruption scandals. This time he won the first round of the
elections with . per cent of the vote, in spite of a number of personal
scandals of his own. Alan García of APRA came in a surprising second place
with . per cent of the vote, just ahead of the conservative candidate,
Lourdes Flores of Unidad Nacional. García was thought to be a weak
opponent because of his disastrous previous administration as president
(–), but he was an effective campaigner and possessed a much stronger
party organisation than did Toledo. Nevertheless, Toledo managed to win in
the second round with . per cent of the vote.
Toledo’s populist appeals helped him considerably in both  and .

According to an Apoyo survey of the  elections, most voters who
supported Toledo cited his personal characteristics, rather than his ideology or
party programme, as their reason for voting for him in the first round. Sixty
per cent of his supporters cited his professional experience as an economist.
Others referred to his humble origins:  per cent said that they voted for him
because he identified with the people;  per cent because he rose up from
poverty; and  per cent because he was from the provinces. The voters that
did refer to his governing programme typically mentioned his populist promise
to provide jobs. Voters cited similar reasons for voting for Toledo in , but
in that year many voters also said that they supported him because he had
defeated the Fujimori dictatorship.

Toledo’s ethnic appeals also helped him significantly in  and . In
both elections, he fared much better in indigenous areas than in non-
indigenous areas. In , for example, he won . per cent of the vote in
provinces where the majority of the population grew up speaking an
indigenous language, whereas he won only . per cent of the vote in other
provinces. He might have done even better in indigenous areas if Fujimori had
not retained support among the many indigenous and poor people who had
benefited from his administration’s social programmes. In , against
weaker competition, Toledo swept indigenous areas, winning . per cent of
the vote in majority indigenous provinces in the first round and . per cent
of the second round vote. As Table  indicates, in  and , the
percentage of the population that grew up speaking an indigenous language
was a highly statistically significant determinant of his provincial vote, even
controlling for the wealth of the province.

 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Informe de opinión (April ), p. .
 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Informe de opinión (May ), p. .
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Humala’s Ethno-populism

In the  elections, it was a newcomer to electoral politics, Ollanta Humala,
who exploited Peru’s ethnic divides most successfully. Humala, who was
named after the commander-in-chief of the armies of the Incan leader
Pachacuti, frequently invoked traditional indigenous symbols. At campaign
rallies, he would sometimes don a poncho and speak phrases in Quechua. The
logo of his party, the Partido Nacionalista Peruano (Peruvian Nationalist
Party, PNP), was a traditional Incan clay pot, and his campaign rallies and
materials often included the rainbow-coloured indigenous flag. He also sought
to appeal to indigenous people by naming many people of indigenous descent
as candidates for important positions. According to Paredes,  per cent of the
 congressional candidates of the alliance of the Unión por el Perú (Union
for Peru, UPP) and the PNP had indigenous surnames. By contrast, only 
per cent of the candidates of APRA, the UPP-PNP’s main rival in the
elections, had indigenous last names. Moreover, many of these indigenous
leaders occupied places high on the UPP-PNP’s ticket, which enabled them to
be elected to the legislature. For example, Hilaria Supa and María Sumire, two
indigenous leaders from Cusco, both won seats in Congress representing
Humala’s ticket, as did Juana Huancahuari, a peasant leader from Ayacucho.
Humala also struck an alliance with the coca growers, and two cocalera leaders,
Nancy Obregón and Elsa Malpartida, were elected to the Peruvian Congress
and the Andean Parliament respectively on Humala’s slate. In addition, many
former soldiers of indigenous descent, known as reservistas, worked as local
organisers of his campaign. Nevertheless, most of the party’s congressional
representatives as well as its overall leadership were white or mestizo.
Humala did not make ethnic demands central to his campaign, but he did

include them in his discourse and platform. His governing plan, for example,
called for the recognition of Peru as a multicultural country, endorsed
multicultural education and the use of indigenous languages in the military
and government offices, and demanded the legitimisation and incorporation
of traditional practices of indigenous medicine and justice. Humala also
frequently denounced ethnic inequality and extolled the virtues of Peru’s

 Renée Fregosi, ‘Interview de Nadine et Ollanta Humala’, Cahiers d’Amérique Latine, 
(), p. .

 Paredes, ‘Weak Indigenous Politics’, p. . Humala forged an alliance with the UPP in 
because his own party, the PNP, did not register in time for the elections. The UPP and PNP
split up after the elections, however.

 Victor Caballero Martín, ‘En busca del voto rural’, Quehacer,  (), pp. –; Aldo
Panfichi, ‘El comandante Ollanta Humala: ¿outsider o insider?’, Coyuntura: Análisis
Económico y Social de Actualidad, :  (), pp. –.

 Ollanta Humala Tasso, Ollanta uniendo al Perú: plan de gobierno – (Villa El
Salvador: Partido Nacionalista Peruano, ), pp. –.
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indigenous population. In one  speech he noted that during his time in
the army he never encountered soldiers with the European-origin surnames of
wealthy Peruvians, but only people with indigenous names: ‘There was only
Huamán, Quispe, Condori… they are the true Peruvian people’.

Like Fujimori and Toledo, Humala was careful to avoid exclusionary ethno-
nationalist appeals. In the latter’s case, however, this task was complicated by
the fact that his immediate family members often engaged in ethno-nationalist
rhetoric. Humala’s father, Isak, had developed a radical ethno-nationalist
ideology dubbed etnocacerismo, which proclaimed the superiority of what he
called the ‘copper-coloured race’. In an interview with the Washington Post,
Isak Humala acknowledged his ethno-nationalist views: ‘We are racists,
certainly. We advocate saving the copper race from extinction, disintegration
and degeneration.’ Ollanta’s brother, Antauro, sought to spread this
philosophy through his organising efforts in the highlands of Peru and
published various articles and books outlining his ideas. Ollanta had previously
seemed to endorse this philosophy, but during the campaign he sought to
distance himself from the more radical and intolerant actions and statements
of his family members. Instead, he emphasised the inclusive nature of his
campaign, proclaiming in his governing plan that ‘we represent a historic
multicultural movement’. Ollanta presented himself as a nationalist rather
than an ethno-nationalist. Ollanta’s father and brother, meanwhile, declared
their support for another brother, Ulises, who endorsed their ethno-
nationalist ideology. Ulises ran for president in  as the candidate of a
small party, Avanza País, and Antauro ran for congress on the ticket of this
same party. Ulises’ ethno-nationalist rhetoric failed to resonate among
Peruvian voters, however, and he won a mere . per cent of the national vote.
Humala also sought to win over voters with populist appeals, as Fujimori

and Toledo had done. His campaign and party were highly personalistic, and

 Gerardo Caballero Rojas, ‘Ollanta Humala niega ser autoritario y que busque enfrentar a
peruanos,’ El Comercio ( April ).

 The term ‘etnocacerismo’ makes reference to General Andrés Avelino Cáceres, who led
indigenous Peruvian troops against the Chilean military in the War of the Pacific (–).

 Monte Reel, ‘Race is Wild Card in Peru Run-Off,’ Washington Post ( June ), p. A.
 Humala Tasso, Ollanta uniendo, p. .
 Interview with Walter Aguirre, member of the Political Committee of the PNP,  July

; interview with Salomón Lerner, businessman and adviser to Ollanta Humala,  July
.

 By this time, Antauro was in jail for leading an assault by reservistas on a police station in
Andahuaylas in which four police officers and two reservistas died. Antauro unsuccessfully
called for the resignation of President Toledo, the minister of defence and the head of the
army during the stand-off, but he chose to surrender after the police officers were killed.
Ollanta claimed to have no knowledge of his brother’s actions, but at the time Antauro
indicated that he was acting on his brother’s orders. Ollanta, who was in South Korea at the
time, initially released a statement supporting the uprising.
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he ran to a large extent on his own biography. A former army commander,
he had first come to public attention when he, along with his brother, carried
out an uprising against Fujimori during the final days of Fujimori’s regime.
The military quelled the uprising and imprisoned Humala, but he was freed
and pardoned after Fujimori resigned. Humala thus had strong anti-
establishment credentials, and he built upon these during his  campaign,
railing against the traditional parties, the legislature and the political class,
whom he accused of corruption. He called for a constituent assembly, as in
Venezuela, which would overhaul Peru’s political institutions. He even
proudly embraced the label of anti-system candidate, declaring: ‘If the system
is corruption, the insensitivity of the political class, the turning over of the
country to transnational capital, I feel proud to be anti-system’.

Again, akin to Fujimori and Toledo, Humala presented himself as a man of
the people. He denounced the wealthy oligarchy and criticised Toledo for not
doing more for the poor.He proposed boosting social spending by  per cent
of GDP in three years in order to reduce chronic malnutrition by  per cent,
and he promised within five years to provide safe drinking water and sanitation
to one million people in rural areas, and to reduce the number of people living
in extreme poverty by a similar amount. Humala also proposed various
agricultural, employment and education programmes designed to help reduce
poverty and generate sustainable development.
That said, Humala differed considerably from Fujimori and Toledo in that

he was a populist in the classical mode who supported redistributive and state
interventionist policies and aimed to model his government after the populist
military regime of Juan Velasco Alvarado. Humala frequently criticised the
free-market policies of Fujimori and Toledo; indeed, the first paragraph of his
governing plan declared that:

The systematic application of neoliberalism… in our country has meant a social
fracture without precedents in Peruvian life. On one side there is a gigantic
accumulation of wealth and power in a minority of the population, while the other
side has experienced a brutal increase in social inequalities and poverty for the large
majority of people excluded from the system.

Humala proposed a plan of state-led inward-oriented development that would
help redistribute the country’s wealth. He pledged to respect private property,
but he argued that in some strategic areas, such as aviation and gas, there

 ‘Humala: “Están formando el partido ‘todos contra Ollanta’”’, El Comercio (March ).
 Mathias Mäckelmann, ‘Perú : comunicación política y elecciones’,Diálogo Político, : 

(), pp. , .  Humala Tasso, Ollanta uniendo, p. .
 Alberto Vergara, Ni amnésicos ni irracionales: las elecciones peruanas de  en perspectiva

histórica (Lima: Solar Central de Proyectos, ).
 Humala Tasso, Ollanta uniendo, p. .
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should be state participation. He blamed foreign countries and companies
for exploiting and impoverishing Peru, and vowed to defend the ‘national
resources that this [the Toledo] government has given away to transnational
companies’. He pledged to re-examine Peru’s foreign debt commitments as
well as the foreign investments that had been made under previous
governments, although he was careful to say that he did not oppose foreign
investment per se. He also vowed to renegotiate the free trade agreement
with the United States that had been signed during the Toledo
administration, and he promised to bring an end to the forced coca
eradication programmes that the Peruvian government had carried out with
US assistance.
Humala’s ethno-populist appeals played an important role in his electoral

rise. By  many Peruvians had long since become disillusioned with
the Toledo government, and Humala’s anti-establishment credentials and
vehement denunciations of the Toledo government and the traditional parties
struck a chord with many voters. In an Apoyo poll taken shortly after the
second round of elections, the two most common responses that supporters of
Humala gave to the question of why they voted for him were that he
represented a change, and that he would combat corruption. He also won
the support of some voters because of his identification with the masses.
A post-election poll by the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú
(Pontifical Catholic University of Peru, PUCP) found that voters felt he was
the candidate who was closest to the poor. His nationalist and state
interventionist views also won him some support – for example,  per cent
of voters in the Apoyo poll said they supported him because he was a
nationalist.

Although Humala fared well among many categories of voters, he
ultimately did not win the support of the majority. He won the first round
of the elections in April  with . per cent of the valid vote, finishing
well ahead of Alan García who, as in , narrowly edged out Lourdes Flores
for second place. In the second round of the elections, however, García
defeated Humala by a margin of . to . per cent. Humala swept the
highlands and the Amazon, but he fared less well in Lima and the coast.

 ‘Canal  cumplió con presentar a candidatos’, El Comercio,  March .
 Gerardo Caballero, ‘Ollanta Humala intenta subir de nuevo’, El Comercio,  March .
 Ítalo Sifuentes Alemán, ‘Ollanta Humala ofrece revisar la deuda externa’, El Comercio, 

March .
 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Opinión data: resumen de encuestas a la opinión pública,  (

June ), p. .
 Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú – Instituto de Opinión Pública, De cara a la

segunda vuelta electoral,  (May ), p. .
 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Opinión data, , p. .
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Several factors contributed to Humala’s second-round defeat. First,
although his stance against market reform may have helped fuel his initial
rise in the polls, it hurt him in the second round of the elections. Market-
oriented policies have generated greater benefits in Peru than in most other
Latin American countries. Indeed, between  and , the national
economy grew by . per cent annually, one of the fastest rates in the region.
As a result, a significant proportion of Peruvians came to support market-
oriented policies. According to  surveys by Apoyo,  per cent supported
the country’s free trade agreement with the USA and  per cent opposed the
nationalisation of gas companies in Peru. Humala’s nationalist and state
interventionist appeals won him support in some sectors of the population,
but they hurt him with others. In addition, he was hurt by his association with
the left-wing Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez, who endorsed Humala and
repeatedly denounced Alan García. According to a poll by Apoyo, the vast
majority of Peruvians had an unfavourable perception of Chávez and
disapproved of his intervention in the campaign.

Equally importantly, Humala had a number of negative characteristics as a
candidate. To begin with, he was a relatively poor public speaker and debater.
He was also widely perceived as authoritarian – indeed, a PUCP survey found
that  per cent of Peruvians classified him as authoritarian and only  per
cent classified him as democratic, which was by far the worst ratio of any of the
top three candidates. The media, his opponents and various NGOs accused
him of committing serious human rights violations during the war against SL
and of being complicit in the bloody uprising in Andahuaylas instigated by his
brother. Humala’s family was also a constant source of embarrassment,
although he tried to distance himself from their words and actions. Ultimately,
Humala was unable to overcome these obstacles in spite of the relative success
of his ethno-populist appeals.
Nevertheless, Humala clearly won the support of the majority of indigenous

voters. According to a  survey by the Latin American Public Opinion
Project (LAPOP), in the second round of the elections he won  per cent of
the vote among self-identified indigenous people,  per cent of the vote
among mestizos and  per cent of the vote among people who self-identify as
white. Similarly, he won  per cent of the vote among people who grew up in
a home where an indigenous language was spoken, as opposed to only  per
cent of the vote among people whose parents only spoke Spanish at home.
Approximately,  per cent of his total votes came from people who grew up in
an indigenous-language-speaking household. The LAPOP data thus suggest

 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Opinión data,  ( May ), p. .
 Apoyo Opinión y Mercado, Opinión data,  ( May ), p. .
 Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú – Instituto de Opinión Pública, De cara, p. .
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that Humala’s ethnic appeals were successful in attracting people of
indigenous descent, although he was inclusive enough to win the support of
a significant number of people who neither self-identified as indigenous nor
grew up in a home where an indigenous language was spoken. He also fared
even better in indigenous areas than Toledo did – in the first round of the
 elections, Humala won . per cent of the vote in provinces where
a majority of the population grew up speaking an indigenous language, as
opposed to only . per cent in other provinces. He did even better in the
second round, winning . per cent of the vote in majority indigenous
provinces. As shown in Table , the percentage of the population that speaks
an indigenous language was a statistically significant determinant of the
provincial vote for Humala in both the first and second rounds, even
controlling for the wealth of the provinces.
Table  presents the results of a logistic regression analysis of the vote for

Humala in the second round using individual-level data from the LAPOP
 Peru survey. The coefficients represent the maximum likelihood
estimates of voting for Humala over García. The results show that having an
indigenous linguistic background considerably increased the likelihood of
voting for Humala, even when we control for a wide range of other variables
such as income, region, ideology and attitudes. The variables measuring
whether an individual grew up speaking an indigenous language at home and
whether an indigenous tongue was his or her first language are both positive
and highly statistically significant. This suggests that Humala’s ethnic appeals
were successful.
Interestingly, however, self-identifying as indigenous does not have a

significant impact on the likelihood of voting for Humala once the linguistic
background of the respondents and other variables are controlled for. This is
undoubtedly the case in large part because  per cent of the Peruvians who
self-identify as indigenous in the survey grew up in a home where an
indigenous language was spoken. Nevertheless, it is also an indication that
Humala’s inclusive appeals were successful in attracting many people who do
not self-identify as indigenous. Humala was particularly successful in winning
the support of people who self-identify as mestizo. Indeed, the variable
measuring whether the respondent is mestizo is positive and falls just short of
conventional levels of statistical significance.

 The LAPOP  Peru survey was taken shortly after the election, and like most post-
election surveys it overstates the support for the winner (García) and understates the support
for the runner-up (Humala). Whereas . per cent of the survey respondents reported
voting for Humala in the second round and . per cent reported voting for García,
Humala actually won . per cent of the valid vote and García won . per cent. See
Carrión, Zárate and Seligson, Political Culture, p. .
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Table  also suggests that Humala’s populist appeals paid dividends,
helping him win the support of anti-establishment, personalist, nationalist
and state interventionist voters. The variables measuring trust in parties and
satisfaction with democracy are negative and statistically significant, indicat-
ing that people who have little trust in parties and little satisfaction with
democracy are more likely to have voted for Humala. Similarly, the coefficient
for participation in protests is positive and statistically significant. People who
voted based on candidate characteristics are also more likely to have supported
Humala, although this variable falls slightly under conventional levels of
statistical significance. Finally, leftists, who are typically more critical of foreign
intervention in Latin America and support increased state intervention in the
economy, are significantly more likely to have voted for him. Surprisingly,

Table . Correlates of Vote for Humala in Second Round of  Presidential
Elections (Logistic Regression Analysis using LAPOP  Survey)

Coefficient
Standard
error

Significance
level

Constant . . .
Indigenous language is maternal language . . .
Indigenous language is second language . . .
Self-identifies as indigenous . . .
Self-identifies as mestizo . . .
Self-identifies as black or mulatto − . . .
Trust in parties − . . .
Satisfaction with democracy − . . .
Participation in protests . . .
Voted based on candidate characteristics . . .
Identifies with leftist ideology . . .
Monthly income − . . .
Male . . .
Age − . . .
Interested in politics − . . .
Watches news on television − . . .
Believes economy has improved in the
last year

− . . .

Personal finances have improved in the
last year

− . . .

Lived principally in the countryside as a child . . .
Resides in Amazon . . .
Resides in Lima − . . .
Resides in southern highlands − . . .
Resides in north − . . .
Nagelkerke R-squared .
N 

 Voters who did not think they would benefit from the free trade agreement that Peru signed
with the United States were also significantly more likely to have voted for Humala.
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the variable measuring the income of the respondent is not statistically
significant, indicating that poorer voters were not significantly more likely to
have voted for Humala once we control for other variables like language and
political attitudes. Perhaps most surprisingly, most of the regional variables are
statistically insignificant. Ceteris paribus, people who live in the Amazon or the
southern highlands are not significantly more likely to have voted for Humala
once other variables like language and political attitudes are controlled for.
Residents of Lima, however, are significantly less likely to have voted for
Humala, whereas people who grew up in the countryside are much more likely
to have done so.
On balance, the logistic regression model presented in Table  provides

support for the argument that Humala’s ethnic and populist appeals proved
effective. These appeals helped him win the support of voters with indigenous
backgrounds as well as personalist, anti-establishment, nationalist and state
interventionist voters. Thus, like ethno-populist leaders in Bolivia and
Ecuador, he managed to fuse indigenous voters to traditional populist
constituencies, although their votes were ultimately not sufficient to deliver
him the presidency.

Ethno-populism at the Local Level

Ethno-populist appeals have also proven effective in local elections in Peru in
recent years. In the last decade, the control of provincial and municipal offices
in the Andes has become increasingly important as authority has been
devolved to the local level. Partly as a result, numerous indigenous and
peasant groups have founded their own electoral movements in an effort to
win power. According to Paredes, the number of political organisations with
indigenous or peasant names competing in provincial elections rose from three
in  to seven in  and  in , most of which were located in the
southern highlands. By my calculations,  movements with indigenous or
peasant names competed in the  provincial elections. These movements
won an average of . per cent of the vote in the  provincial elections in
which they competed in , and an average of . per cent of the valid vote

However, I excluded this variable from the model displayed in Table  because it includes a
large number of non-responses.

 John D. Cameron, ‘Hacia la Alcaldía: The Municipalisation of Peasant Politics in the
Andes’, Latin American Perspectives, :  (), pp. –.

 Paredes, ‘Weak Indigenous Politics’, p. . An even larger number of movements with
indigenous or peasant names competed in elections in smaller, district municipalities in all of
these years.
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in the  provinces in which they competed in . Some of these
movements have captured important municipal or regional offices ranging
from mayoralties to municipal and regional councillor positions.
These movements have not campaigned on ethnic issues alone, but rather

have used a combination of ethnic, personalistic, anti-establishment and class-
oriented appeals to win the support of indigenous voters. In the early s,
the indigenous leaders of a number of peasant communities in the province of
Angaraes in the southern highlands banded together with a group of
unaffiliated professionals to form the Movimiento Independiente de
Campesinos y Profesionales (Independent Movement of Peasants and
Professionals, MINCAP). The new party, which eventually captured the
mayoralty of Angaraes, developed a strong indigenista discourse but also
emphasised its independence from the traditional parties and stressed that it
would work on behalf of the ‘people’. Another party with a marked ethnic
discourse, the Alianza Electoral Frente Popular Llapanchik (Llapanchik
Popular Front Electoral Alliance), emerged in the province of Andahuaylas
during the early s. This party embraced an indigenista discourse from the
outset, but this discourse coexisted with more traditional agrarian demands.
Llapanchik fared quite well in the  and  regional elections in
Andahuaylas, and it even managed to get its candidate, David Salazar, elected
regional president. Finally, the coca-growers’ movement in Peru also
attempted to create its own party and in alliance with a regional party it
participated in the  regional elections under the name of the Movimiento
Independiente Qatun Tarpuy (Qatun Tarpuy Independent Movement). This
alliance, which emphasised the defence of the coca leaf and, to a lesser extent,
indigenous rights, finished second in the department of Ayacucho, winning a
couple of provincial mayoralties and  district mayoralties. It fared
particularly well in the coca-growing districts, where all of the mayors it
elected are coca-grower leaders.

Thus, various indigenous and peasant groups have successfully employed
ethno-populist appeals in municipal and regional elections in Peru. None of

 Political movements with indigenous or peasant names won approximately , votes in
provincial elections in  and approximately , votes in .

 Anahí Durand Guevara, ‘Revaloración étnica y representación política: los casos de INTI y
MINCAP de Lircay, Huancavelica’, in Iguiñiz, Escobal and Degregori (eds.), Peru: el
problema agrario en debate, p. .

 Ramón Pajuelo Teves, Participación política indígena en la sierra peruana: una aproximación
desde las dinámicas nacionales y locales (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, ),
pp. –.

 Ludwig Huber, ‘La representación indígena en municipalidades peruanas: tres estudios
de caso’, in Romeo Grompone, Raúl Hernández Asensio and Ludwig Huber (eds.), Ejercicio
de gobierno local en los ámbitos rurales: presupuesto, desarrollo e identidad (Lima: Instituto
de Estudios Peruanos, ).
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these local electoral movements have yet managed to scale up to the national
level, however, in part because the Peruvian indigenous movement remains
weak and fragmented.

Conclusion

This article has argued that an ethnic voting gap has emerged in Peru in part
because indigenous voters have identified ethnically with Fujimori, Toledo
and Humala more than with their main competitors. In addition, these three
candidates wooed indigenous voters with ethnic appeals. They recruited
indigenous candidates, formed alliances with indigenous organisations,
invoked indigenous symbols and adopted some traditional indigenous
demands.
Nevertheless, they relied less on ethnic appeals than their counterparts in

Bolivia and Ecuador. Whereas Evo Morales in Bolivia and the various leaders
of Pachakutik in Ecuador made ethnic appeals a central part of their
campaigns, Fujimori, Toledo and Humala focused first and foremost on
populist appeals. They attracted indigenous voters by denouncing the
traditional parties and political elites, focusing their campaigns on the poor
and presenting themselves as the saviours of Peru. These appeals resonated
among many indigenous voters, who were disproportionately poor and
politically disenchanted.
These populist appeals have not been conducive to electoral stability,

however. Whereas ethnic linkages are known to produce stable ties to voters,
populist linkages in Latin America have traditionally been associated with
electoral volatility. Populist candidates who centre their campaigns around
themselves often fail to invest in the institution-building efforts that are
necessary for the long-term health of their parties. Indeed, as we have seen,
Fujimori, Toledo and Humala have all failed to build strong party
organisations. Instead, they have run personalistic campaigns and have
consistently placed their own interests over those of their parties, with
predictable results. Similarly, populists who utilise anti-establishment appeals
to win votes typically find that these appeals become less effective once they
take office. In Peru many marginalised sectors, including the indigenous
population, grew increasingly disenchanted with Fujimori and Toledo over
time because they held them responsible for their own and their nation’s
continuing problems.
Neither Fujimori, Toledo nor Humala has yet succeeded in establishing

enduring ties to indigenous voters. Fujimori dominated Peruvian politics
during the s and won the support of a large percentage of indigenous
voters during this period, but he lost the support of many of these voters in the
 elections. Moreover, Fujimori’s party, which his daughter now leads, has
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won only a limited percentage of the vote in indigenous areas since that time.
Toledo, meanwhile, captured much of the indigenous vote in the  and
 elections, but his party fared poorly in indigenous as well as in non-
indigenous areas in the  elections, winning only  per cent of the valid
vote nationwide. Finally, Humala dominated indigenous areas in the 
elections, but he has struggled to hold his party together since then. His party’s
alliance with the UPP has frayed, and the PNP fared poorly in the regional
elections in late , winning only ten provincial mayoralties and none of the
regional presidencies.
The emergence of a party that is firmly rooted in a strong indigenous

movement, like Bolivia’s Movimiento al Socialismo (Movement Toward
Socialism, MAS), might reduce this volatility by establishing enduring ethnic
linkages to indigenous voters. Indeed, over the last decade the MAS has
consistently won the support of indigenous voters in Bolivia. There have been
discussions about creating such a party in Peru for the  elections. Given
the weakness and fragmentation of Peru’s indigenous movement, however, it
seems unlikely that any party will come to be seen as the legitimate
representative of the indigenous population in the near future. As a result,
indigenous voters will probably continue to shift their allegiances from
election to election, leading to an unpredictable and highly volatile political
environment.
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alianzas con líderes indígenas, invocaron símbolos indígenas y apoyaron algunas
demandas étnicas. Aunque ni Fujimori, ni Toledo, ni Humala se identifican como
indígenas, ellos se presentaron exitosamente como étnicamente más próximos a la
población indígena y no como la mayoría de sus contendientes, quienes representaban
a la elite blanca de Lima.
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uma crescente diferença entre as preferências de voto das áreas indígenas e das não-
indígenas tem tornado-se evidente em anos recentes. Argumenta-se aqui que esta
separação desenvolveu-se devido à ação de certos políticos no Peru, como Alberto
Fujimori, Alejandro Toledo e Ollanta Humala, que cortejaram eleitores indígenas com
uma mistura de atrativos étnicos e populistas. Da mesma forma dos líderes populistas
tradicionais, eles denunciaram as elites políticas, direcionaram suas campanhas à
população de baixa renda e apresentaram-se como os salvadores da pátria; porém
também forjaram alianças com líderes indígenas, invocaram símbolos indígenas e
abraçaram algumas demandas étnicas. Embora nem Fujimori, Toledo ou Humala se
auto-denominam indígenas, eles conseguiram se apresentar como mais etnicamente
próximos à população indígena do que seu principais rivais que representam a elite de
Lima.
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